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ABSTRACT 
Mandaeans are monotheist, people of the book and YahYa’s ethics followers. This tribe left 
Jordan River areas by Jews’ religious pressures and wars and emigrated to Iran and arrived 
in Khuzestan region because of liberty of religions during Parthians era , existing deep and 
flow rivers such as Karoon and Karkhe and could perform their religious ceremonies in Iran. 
Local people of Khuzestan call Mandaeans as SOBBI. This group of followers, like all the 
religions, has religious sentences and laws and finding their Similarities in other religions 
such as Islam, Christian, Judaism and Zoroastrians.it can be said that there is the most 
similarities between Mandaeans and Zoroastrians and Jews because of having a common 
roots with Judaism and Neighborhood with Zoroastrians for long times. The aim of this study 
is about Sharing Mandaeans’ mythical and religious with other religions. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Mandaeans are a monotheist, people of the book who live in Khuzestan province, anonymously. The 

majority of their religious ceremonies perform in flow water with baptism. In the past, they left Jordan River 

areas by jewfishes’ after wars and hemorrhages and arrived in Iran during Parthians era because of liberty of 

religions in Iran. They selected special area near rivers in order to perform their religious ceremonies such as 

baptism. For that reason, Karoon and Karkhe River in Khuzestan province is their settle in Iran. . Local people 

of Khuzestan call Mandaeans as SOBBI. Moghtaseleh  ،Albtayeh, sabians. youhani  followers and yahyavi are 

another names of mentioned tribe. They have particular ceremonies such as baptism, marriage, Rashameh  and 

berakheh, (ablution),and (prayer ) with their owns orders and laws in which Religious hierarchy are available in 

all the religions and researching about main form and framework ,with a little change. It can be said that, 

according to religious texts of Mandaeans from Adam to YahYa prophet and their historical background of the 

Prophets, taking about the influence of this religion on others and also religious, believes, covering, creative, 

and mythical communions between them will be possible. 

 

Mandaeans and Jews: similarities and communions: 

 Judaism is a religion of Hebrew race. It has some communions with Arabs, Assyrians, Mandaeans races and 

so on. Literature, Culture, Customs and beliefs of them are very close in which researchers believe that their 

origin is one by the name of Semitic race. There is no clear history of these people. Some believes that 

Canaanites gave Abraham prophet the Hebrew title after his arriving in Canaan land
1
.  

 The most important encounter between Mandaeans and Jews is referred to Jews’ exiting from Egypt and 

Canaan and their settling in Jerusalem. Woman’s statue is one of their communions in which Jews give their 

baby its pedigree, religion and reputation from mother and it is similar to religious name (malvashe) of 

Mandaeans in which baby’s name is referred to mother’s name. In both of religions a slaughtered animal must  

be health. It is washed before slaughtering. This operation should be done so fast and slayer has to wait until all 

of blood exit from animal’s body. In both of religions, slayer has to be wise, mature and religious. In mandeans 

religion, this person is Eshkanda and in Judaism, he should be from religious authorities who has slaughter legal 

ground. 
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 Jews call allowed meat as kosher. in Israel, once in a while, enjoining the good and forbidding the evil 

group inspect restaurants in order to control and prevent offering meat with dairy
2
. Four tails of hair on the head, 

prohibition in shaving beard and hairs of head in male rabbis are communions in both of religious.  

 

Mandaeabs and Zoroastrians: similarities and communions: 

 Zoroaster is prophet’s name of ancient Iran. On the basis of Zoroastrians’ texts, Zoroaster’s name is 

zeraoshtra  that is a compound noun. zrt means yellow, golden or old. oshtra means camel or Astra (star). 

Owner’s yellow camel or Owner’s old camel or Owner’s courageous camel. In addition, it means brilliant and 

yellow like golden, star’s son and bright star. These are various meanings that researchers mention for 

Zoroaster’s name
3
. 

 Zoroaster’s appearance time is not clear yet, despite of old and new scholars’ researches. There is lot of 

researches About Zoroaster’s life in which even mention to their references will provide a great book
4
. 

 Eudoxus Cnidus, who simultaneously lived during Plato, knows Zoroaster’s appearance time 6000 years’ 

before Plato
5
.  

 Iranians Zoroastrian society has determined Zoroaster’s birthday in khordad day according to 6
th

 day
6
 of 

farvardin month of 1768 B.C
7
. and the date of his death 5

th
 of Day moth in 1691B.C

8
. 

 The majority of researchers who advocate ancient history have assessed Zoroaster’s time during 5
th

 to 7
th

 

century
9
. According to bundahisn  book, Zoroaster became prophet 258 years before Achaemenian Empire’s 

decline. According to Book of Arda Viraf, prophet of Zoroaster was 300 years before alexander’s attack to 

iran.in other word, Alexander attacked to Iran 330 years B.C. Zoroaster’s birthday was 660B.C. it can be said 

that a group of researchers have used nominal similarity between Goshtasb as the Daruish’s father with 

Goshtasb as the kiyani king. Thus, they selected Zoroaster’s time in 5th century B.C
10

. 

 Nowadays, researchers believe that Zoroaster lived between 1000 to 1200 years before Christ
11

. 

 Although there is comprehensive investigation about Zoroaster’s birthplace but they couldn’t gain definite 

consequence
12

. Gaats as the single reference about Zoroaster’s life cannot deliver suitable information about 

either birthday or birthplace
13

. In some parts of Yashts in Avesta, Ayranvich was introduced as the place of 

Zoroaster’s religious operations
14

.  

 References of Pahlavi language and also Farsi and Arabic books introduced Ayranvich and Azerbaijan as 

the same place. Scholars refuse it on the basis of some reasons in which one of their reasons is language. The 

language of avesta belongs to eastern of Iran and they cannot find any vocabulary from Medians and anteing 

Farsi language. Nowadays Iranologists have selected kharazm as the Ayranvich and believe that kharazm was 

Zoroaster’s birthplace
15,16

. 

 Zoroastrian religious Prevalence was during Achaemenianera and grandiose in sasaninans. Incipient 

encounter between mandeans and Zoroastrians was after Mandaeans ’migration from Jerusalem and their 

arriving in borders of ancient Iran. It can be said that Mandaeans has the most communions with Zoroastrians. 

 

Mythical communions: 

 On the view of creation, Both of them believe that world was created in 4 periods and it is in 4
th

 period at 

the present time with a difference in which according to mandaneans’ beliefs every period is thousands of 

thousand years and for Zoroastrians it is 3000 years. Mandaeans believe that Adam and eve was incipient 

humans and after humanity extension, war, fight and hemorrhages were begun. Thus all the people died and just 

a couple abided by the name of Raam and Roud. And after that another couple by the name of SHerbai  and 

shorahbil in which human’s generation is from them. According to Zoroastrians’ beliefs, Adam and eve were 

Meshey  and  Meshiyaneh. we cannot find their name in update Avesta but they are available in persian and 

arabic historical books with different names such as : Meshey and Meshiyaneh, mahley and Mahliyaneh , Mehri 

and Mehriyaneh , Mardi and .Mardiyaneh etc. Who generate Persian race
17

 with the difference in final that this 

race is from a couple by the name of Siyamak  and Neshaak. Forouagh  and  Forouaghin  were genrated from 

Siyamak and Nashak, after that Forouag  and  Forouagin created Houshang and  Gouzak who were prototype of 

human beings
18

. 

 Religious clothing is another communion between Zoroastrians and Mandaeans. Zoroastrians call their 

religious cover as Sodreh and Mandaeans use Rasteh. This is a long and white cloth with woolen belt that tied it 

around the Religious clothing as the Koshti and Hemyaneh in Zoroastrians and Mandaeans, respectively. Both 

of them cover head and also clergymen cover their mouth with a white stuff as a Penaam (Zoroastrians) or 

Pendaameh (Mandaeans) when they are reading religious texts. It can be said that tying religious belt during 

prayer is essential
19

. 

 The time of praising, Zoroastrians take an ACE (a plant) branch (a branch of myrtus tree) and call it Barsam 

in order to appreciate God toward luxurious life of plants. Mandaeans use Eklil (Rosemary) in ceremonies that 

are made of ACE. It can be said that Eklil (Rosemary) means human’s wisdom in Mandaeans religion. Drinking 

a kind of sherbet is another communion between both of them in which Zoroastrians call it Hum and Mandaeans 

know it as Hamraa. Zoroastrians’ Hum is made of Ephedra plant that is ground in mortar and extracted its juice. 
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But Mandaeans squeeze and press some water and date and produce Hamraa. Both of them use firebox and 

incense during religious ceremonies.  

 Although Zoroastrians believe that soul will abide in the body after death, Mandaeans believe that soul go 

and come between their home and tomb for three days after dying. 

 Chronometry is another communion between them. One year is divided into 12 months and every month 

consists of 30 days. But Zoroastrians add 5 days to last month as the holly Panjeh (holly five days of the end of 

a year)
 20

. According to Mandaeans, these 5 days is as the start creation by God and have been happened 6 

months after New Year which don’t account in accounting months. 

 

Christians and Mandaeans: 

 Jesus Christ’s baptism by Yahiya prophet is single communion between Christians and Mandaeans. It can 

be said that Mandaeans perform baptism like old days in flow water but Christians perform it in church where 

Priest pours some water on the baptized person. Sunday is a holly day for both of them. 

 

Muslims and mandaneans: 

 Islam is a Monotheism religious and one of the Abraham religions. The followers of Islam are Muslims and 

it’s in second rank on the view of formal followers whole the world. 

 Muslims believe that God has sent Quran to Mohammad (peace be upon him) by Gabriel and also sent 

oracle and inspiration to majority of prophets and Mohammad in the last of them. They know Mohammad 

prophet as the restorative of them monotheistic faith of muses, Jesus Christ, Abraham and other prophets and 

Islam is the most complete and latest of divine religions.  

 Islam means submission to God, Paul Friedman said, Islam is law and operation religion not austerity and 

monasticism. It is a moderate religion. Encouraging in order helping the poor But doesn’t persuade people in 

order to leave the world  

 Islam lays emphasis on the correct and right treatment. It prevents Muslims from drinking wine, alcoholic 

drink and also gambles. And they have not to eat forbidden meals. Muslims can directly worship god and talk to 

god without any middle grace. Mosque is just a place for assembling and has not religious power as like as 

church. Unlike Judaism, Islam after appearance, rapidly, became a world religion and lead people to submit to 

god but never insist in order to accept Islam.  

 Incipient encounter between Muslims and Mandaeans refer to Arabians’ conquests. Wine is Unlawful in 

both of religions. Ablution is another communion between Muslims and Mandaeans. Mandaeans’ ablution is 

very similar to Sunnis who taste some water a little at the time after anointing face and hands and also both of 

them , bring water near the nose and smell it. As well as wet their ears and finally, wash their feet until ankle. It 

can be said that putting toes into water will be enough. 

 

Result: 

 According to creditable and available articles and documents, this religion (mandaea) is a mystic religion 

which Quran has mentioned them 3 times. Cleanliness is the first principles of all divine religions which is main 

and important order for them. On the basis of Ganzorobba (great treasure) as the book of Mandaeans, world has 

been divided into 3 parts light world, Purgatory and underground world. These parts are in all religions and are 

heaven, Purgatory and hell, respectively. Baptism is the most main religious part of Mandaeans who perform it 

on Sunday as like as baptism and also holly day (Sunday) for worshiping of Christians.  

 Mandaeans have prayer and fasting and worship God 5 times a day as like as Muslims but with control the 

conditions and order of each religion. A common covering and religious similarities in performing religious 

ceremonies can be seen between Mandaeans and Zoroastrians because of their relationships and interactions. 

According to Mandaeans’ history and views of religious society, divine religions have lot of communions in 

religious, covering, creation and social operations customs and beliefs and on the basis of writer all the religions 

are in a same highway with a little difference in branches.  
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